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Goal of This Book
This book has an audacious goal: To demonstrate — as simply as possible —
the benefits of:
• Immutable variables (algebraic variables)
• Immutable data structures
• Pure functions
• Expression-oriented programming
• Functional error handling
I’ve written the book especially for people who are familiar and comfortable
with object-oriented programming (OOP). (I taught OOP courses for many
years, and still write mostly-OOP code for iPhone and Android apps, so that
includes me as well.)
The premise of this book is that once you’re comfortable with these concepts,
you’ll find youself on the cusp of functional programming — FP — and ready
to start exploring FP libraries, such as the ZIO and Cats Effect libraries in the
Scala ecosystem.

Java, Kotlin, Python, and more
Because of these concepts — and because of my background with different languages — I believe this book will be helpful to any Java, Kotlin, Swift, Python,
C++, Dart, and Ruby developers who are interested in learning FP.
I accomplish this goal in under 200 pages by focusing on how to write a few
small applications with the five main concepts just mentioned, explaining
those concepts as we go along.
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If you’d rather read a large, detailed book on FP, I wrote the bestselling and highly-rated Functional Programming, Simplified5 ,
which is over 720 pages long. While it’s much longer, the benefit
of that book is that it does cover a lot of background information
and fine details, in the form of over 100 short lessons.
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About Me
For those who don’t know me, my name is Alvin Alexander, and this is my
Java, OOP, Kotlin, Scala, and FP background:
• Back in the day I taught C, Java, and OOP courses to clients like GE,
UPS, Papa Johns, and many others
• I founded a little software consulting firm that we grew to 20 employees,
and we primarily wrote Java/OOP code for our clients
• I wrote two editions of the Scala Cookbook6 , most recently the 2nd Edition, which was released in September, 2021 (700+ pages each)
• I wrote the best-selling and highly-rated book, Functional Programming, Simplified7 (also 700+ pages)
• I wrote a book named “Hello, Scala,” which became the basis for the
“Scala Book” on the official Scala website
• I then co-wrote the Scala 3 Book8 for the official Scala website
• In 2022 I released a book named Learn Scala 3 The Fast Way!9
• I’ve written Android apps with Java and Kotlin, and cross-platform
iOS/Android apps with Flutter and Dart
• My website about programming, alvinalexander.com10 , receives
millions of page-views every year
I mention the page counts for some of those books because this is by far my
shortest book. I intentionally made it as concise as possible, while also writing
it in a simple, conversational style, as if I was working with you.
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Under Construction
October 17, 2022: As a bit of a warning, this is an early release of this book.
It’s similar to an alpha or beta release of a software application.

Final release
My goal is to complete this PDF by November 6, 2022, and then have the print
version available as soon as possible after that.

Kindle version?
Note that I have no intention of releasing a Kindle version of this book. Frankly,
I don’t understand (or like) Amazon’s Kindle pricing strategy, so my current
plan is to just publish this PDF and then the print book.
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1
Welcome!
Welcome! This is a really different book for me. My initial plan was to create a little booklet that I was going to title “Thinking with Types” or “Solving
Problems with Pure Functions.” The idea was to show how you can write really
solid, readable, maintable code using these programming techniques:
• Pure functions
• Immutable variables (algebraic variables)
• Immutable data types (such as String and List)
• Expression-oriented programming (EOP)
• Functional error-handling
But then as I started working on the outline and examples, I realized how close
this code is to writing pure functional programming (FP) code. At that point I
switched from writing a booklet to trying to write the smallest possible book I
could that would take OOP developers to the precipice of FP. And that’s when
the title of this book became (Almost) Functional Programming.
So even though this is a relatively small book, I hope it delivers a tremendous
amount of value by taking you so far down the road to FP. My hope is that
when you finish this book, you’ll be able to go right to the ZIO and Cats Effect
documentation and think, “Oh, I know what these initial things mean, and I
know why they’re doing what they’re doing.”

Who this book is for
I wrote this book for OOP developers, but it’s really for anyone who:
• Is interested in the programming concepts listed above
• Is just starting to work with those concepts
• Has gotten into FP a little, and finds it hopelessly confusing
• Is otherwise interested in improving their code
Note that the code examples in this book are written using Scala 3, but except
for Scala’s support of programming with expressions and FP principles, I don’t
9
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use any “Scala magic tricks.” The code is written in a simple style, as you’ll
soon see.

What I assume you know
For the purposes of this book I assume that you know a little bit about Scala,
but as a practical matter, I think you’ll probably do pretty well if you know
another language like Java, Kotlin, Python, Swift, Dart, or other languages. As
I mentioned, I don’t use any fancy Scala techniques in this book.
If you don’t know the basics of Scala:
• This book includes a Scala 3 cheat sheet in the Appendix.
• My book, Learn Scala 3 The Fast Way! (Book 1: The Adventure Begins)1 ,
gets you up and running fast.
• I wrote most of the Scala 3 Book2 on the official Scala website, and hopefully it’s a terrific, free resource.
I also wrote the initial versions of these free resources on the official Scala
website:
• Scala for Java Developers3
• Scala for Python Developers4
• Scala for JavaScript Developers5

A word of caution
One thing I’ve learned about FP is that when you write small applications, the
techniques can seem like overkill, and you might be tempted to dismiss it.
BUT, when you write large applications with other developers, you’ll be extremely grateful for those same techniques.

1
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A few terms
Before we get into the book, here are a few technical terms that I’ll use from
time to time:
• I often refer to pure functions, and there’s a chapter on those.
• I use the term Expression-Oriented Programming, or EOP. This
just means that we’ll be programming with expressions rather than
statements. There’s also a chapter on EOP.
• Immutable variables sounds like an oxymoron, but this just means “variables in the algebraic sense.” There’s a chapter on these.
• Java/OOP refers to programming in an OOP style with Java.
• Scala/OOP refers to programming in an OOP style with Scala.
• Scala/EOP refers to programming in an EOP style with Scala.
• Scala/FP refers to programming in an FP style with Scala.

Bug reports
If you find any bugs/issues in this book, please report them as an issue at this
Github URL:
• github.com/alvinj/AlmostFunctionalProgrammingBook6
All reports are welcome!
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2
Outline
If you want to know what you’re about to get into, read the following outline,
which is something of a map of what we’re about to go through.
Conversely, if you DON’T want to know what we’re about to get into and you
prefer it to be a surprise, please skip this chapter.

The outline
The outline goes a little like this:
• I start by looking at how little I used to use data types in Java/OOP
• Then I look at how much I do use them in Scala/OOP and Scala/EOP
After that I show:
• Using data types isn’t a bad thing, and in fact, it’s a very good thing
• The importance of immutable things (variables and data structures)
• The importance of pure functions: specifically that you can trust them,
because they cannot lie
• That the concepts of immutable things and pure functions naturally lead
to EOP
Then I show how to write a Word Count application with these concepts. As
we go through that application we’ll discover a few other things.
After that, I do a little recap of Java/OOP code compared to the Scala/EOP
code you saw in the Word Count example.
After this we jump into the next important topic, functional error-handling:
• I explain the reasoning behind functional error-handling
• We look at Scala’s three error-handling data types:

Option, Try,

and

Either

• I show how to implement the Word Count application using Try
• Then we build a larger To-Do List application, using all of these concepts
13
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• This application uses a simulated database, so you see the techniques
you’ll use when accessing a remote database or REST API

And at the end I show just how close you are to using FP libraries like ZIO and
Cats Effect.
And now, if you’re ready, let’s get started!

3
A Look at Java/OOP Code and
Data Types
Back in my Java programming days I rarely used generic data types, and in
fact, I rarely thought about data types much at all. To demonstrate why, I’ll go
back to one of my common examples, writing a point-of-sales application for
a pizza store.
In these examples, please note that my Java code my not be 100%
correct. I haven’t put this code in an IDE or tried to compile it.
Because I assume that you know Java or other OOP languages,
my intent is to just quickly demonstrate the Java/OOP approach
I used for many years.

Modeling a pizza store application
Some enums
To start modeling a point-of-sales application for a pizza store, I’ll first need
my usual enumerations:
enum Topping {
Cheese,
Pepperoni,
BlackOlives
}
enum CrustSize {
Small,
Medium,
Large
}
enum CrustType {
Regular,
Thin,
Thick
}

15
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A pizza class
Given those, let’s create a Pizza class. But before doing that, let’s list the attributes and behaviors of an OOP pizza. The attributes are basically what I
listed with those enums:
• Crust size
• Crust type
• Types of toppings
The behaviors correspond to those attributes:
• Add topping
• Remove topping
• Set crust size
• Set crust type
If I also kept price-related information, a pizza could also calculate its own
price, but since the toppings and crust attributes don’t carry price information
with them, that’s pretty much all of the behaviors of this Pizza.
Having gone through this exercise several times before, I know that I want all
of the food-related items in a pizza store — pizza, breadsticks, soda, etc. — to
extend a base Product class:
public interface Product {}

In the real world, a Product will have attributes like cost, and potentially a sales
price, but for the purposes of this exercise I’ll just leave it as a marker interface
like that.
Given this Product — and the attributes and behaviors of my
initial code for a Java/OOP Pizza class looks like this:

Pizza

public class Pizza implements Product {
private List<Topping> toppings = new ArrayList<>();
private CrustSize crustSize;
private CrustType crustType;
public Pizza(CrustSize crustSize, CrustType crustType) {
this.crustSize = crustSize;

— the
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this.crustType = crustType;
}
}

That Pizza class will then include the following series of getter and setter methods, with these type signatures:
public CrustSize getCrustSize()
public CrustType getCrustType()
public List<Topping> getToppings()
public void setCrustSize(CrustSize crustSize)
public void setCrustType(CrustType crustType)
public void setToppings(List<Topping> toppings)

Discussion
The thing to notice here is that this is all simple code. The getters don’t take
any input parameters and they return basic data types, and the setters all return
void. I wrote Java code like this for more than 12 years.
In fact, if I wrote more code, such as for an
pattern is the same, all very simple code:

Order

class, you’d see that the

public class Order {
private List<Product> lineItems = new ArrayList<>();
public Order() {}
public void addItem(Product p)
public void removeItem(Product p)
public List<Product> getItems()
public String getPrintableReceipt()
public BigDecimal getTotalPrice()
}

The closest I get to using generic types in that code are these types:
List<Topping>
List<Product>

18
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4
Java/OOP Summary
So that was a quick look at a little Java/OOP code that I used to use when
teaching Java courses. Of course I didn’t show much; just enough to get the
basic idea across.

Summary, Part 1
To summarize what you saw in that code:
• My Java/OOP code was simple, with no generic types
• A lot of methods return void
• A lot of methods have no input parameters
• I always use mutable data structures

Summary, Part 2
There are a few other things to say about that code, and bear in mind, I’m only
talking about my own code.
POINT 1: I didn’t realize it when I was writing Java/OOP code, but all of those
methods that return void and take no input parameters tend to warp your
brain. You can’t tell what the methods do by looking at their type signatures,
so you either (a) trust that the methods are well-named, or (b) you have to
look at their source code to see what they do.
As an example of what I mean, I trusted my own code because I knew that all
of my getters and setters were just boilerplate code. But one time when I was
debugging a problem with a junior developer, I found that he wrote a setter
method like this:
public void setFoo(Foo newFoo) {
openTheGarageDoor();
walkTheDog();
buyGroceries();
solveWorldPeace();
this.foo = newFoo + 1;

19
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}

It wasn’t quite that exhaustive, but there was a lot going on in there. And bear
in mind, all of that happened inside a “simple setter method” with this type
signature:
public void setFoo(Foo newFoo)

The lessons I took away from that were:
• This developer needed some more training
• I couldn’t trust method type signatures, I had to look at their code
POINT 2: A second point that I don’t show in my pizza example is that many
Java methods can throw exceptions, and when they can, you have to think
about (a) handling the “success” case, and (b) handling the “failure” case, which
for me meant wrapping the method call with try/catch.
This gets to be ridiculously hard on the brain, so I got to the point that — using
the Model/View/Controller paradigm — I only handled exceptions with my
top-level controllers. I logged exceptions at the point they occurred, but then
just let them bubble up to my controllers, and handled them there.
At that time I didn’t know anything about functional programming, and I
couldn’t think of a better way to deal with potential errors — invalid data,
servers being down, etc. — so that’s how I dealt with exceptions.

5
Is Java/OOP Code That Simple? A
Statistical Look
As I write this book, I haven’t actually written Java code in quite some time
now, and knowing that my memory isn’t always accurate, I wondered, “Was
my code really that simple?”
To verify everything I just shared with you, I searched three old Java codebases
— all projects that were in production in their day. I just did a simple search for
the <.*> pattern — to find any data types like <String>, <String, Integer>,
etc. — and found these percentages of occurrences within *.java files in those
three projects:
1. 0.2%: 118 lines contain the <.*> pattern out of 74,200 lines
2. 1.4%: 686 lines out of 49,189
3. 1.2%: 313 lines out of 27,083
So out of about 150,000 lines of Java/OOP code, there are 1,117 lines with
a <.*> pattern, for a total percentage of 0.74%. (Note that those line-count
numbers include blanks lines and comment lines, so the actual percentages
are higher.)
I then manually looked through all of those <.*> lines of output, and found
that these were the two most difficult lines to read:
SortedMap<String, Integer> wordCountMap = new TreeMap();
public Class<?> getColumnClass(int columnIndex) {

Coming soon …
So, without any further comment at this point, that’s a look at using data types
in some Java/OOP code.
In just a few chapters we’ll start looking at some Scala code — specifically how
to solve problems with Scala and pure functions. But before we get to that, I
need to introduce a wee bit of background material that will help that approach
make sense.
21
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6
My Path to Learning Scala
Before we jump into some Scala code, it’s important to mention how I learned
Scala. My timeline looked like this:
I had taught Java and OOP classes for several years. I owned a small consulting
company, and we wrote Java/OOP code for most of our clients, and provided
training and mentoring services to them as well.
Out of personal curiosity, I started learning a little Python, and even more
Ruby. I liked Ruby (and Ruby on Rails), and then really loved JRuby, which let
me use Java libraries while writing Ruby code.
Then a friend showed me the Learn You a Haskell for Great Good!1 book,
but after the basic intro stuff in that book, I had no idea what the author was
talking about. Things like typeclasses totally eluded me, and I gave up on FP
as anything other than a curiosity.
In late 2010 I had sold my company and was wandering around Alaska, and
discovered Scala. Not knowing any better, I started using it as a “better Java”,
meaning that I wrote OOP code with Scala (i.e., Scala/OOP).
I also spent a lot of time trying to use the Java collections classes in Scala, which
was a horrible waste of time. Not because you can’t use them — you can —
but if you do that, you’re not embracing the style and best practices that Scala
brings to the table.
It’s like the time a friend started working with Java, and having
a background in Visual Basic, he tried to write VB code in Java.
You do something that because you’re comfortable with VB, but
you’re not embracing Java; you’re just writing VB code with Java’s
language constructs.
As time went on I found the book, Programming in Scala2 , and learned about
Martin Odersky’s idea of Scala being a fusion of OOP and FP. (I also learned

1
2

http://amzn.to/1POaUCv
https://amzn.to/3eqkTzi
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that Mr. Odersky was considered the “father of the Java generics compiler.”)
As I tried to implement the concepts in that book, I started mixing pure functions into my OOP code. I saw that pure functions were GREAT because (a)
output depended only on input, and (b) there were no side effects. They were
easy to write, read, and test.
I also learned that error-handling data types like Option, Try, and Either were
terrific alternatives to throwing exceptions. I no longer had to think about
exceptions short-circuiting my code when an error occurred.
As I’ll discuss shortly, because I knew exactly what was going into a function
and coming out of a function, I began to trust the type signatures of functions
again: I didn’t have to read every function’s code to see what it really did, including code from complete strangers.
I realized that Mr. Odersky and the Scala people were onto something, and
that FP probably wasn’t a fad. I tried to learn more about it.
And as I dug into it even more, I found that nobody I had ever seen who
switched to FP switched back to OOP.
No one.

How that fits in with this book
The conclusion to this little story is that I fell in love with Scala, and contacted
the people at O’Reilly Media, and ended up writing the 1st and 2nd Editions
of the Scala Cookbook3 .
I mention all of this so that you can get an idea of my experience, or at least
my experience prior to writing Functional Programming, Simplified4 : I didn’t
learn FP in college; I learned it by reading books, writing code, and asking
questions.
But more importantly, the last portions of my learning path had to do with
immutable variables, immutable data structures (like String and List), pure
functions, EOP, and functional error-handling, and those concepts are the basis of this book.

3
4
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7
Background: Immutable Things
The first of these important concepts is what I call “immutable things”:
• Immutable variables (algebraic variables)
• Immutable data structures

Immutable variables (algebraic variables)
The term immutable variable sounds like an oxymoron, but what it means is
that we’ll be creating variables in the algebraic sense. For instance, in algebra
you write an equation like this:
x = a + b + c

In that algebraic equation it’s assumed that all of those variables are immutable
— they can’t be changed. That is, you would NOT write algebra like this:
x = a + b + c
a = 42

// error

x = 11

// error

As noted in the comments, those last two lines are errors. Variables in algebra
are never reassigned.
The equivalent of this in Scala is that you create algebraic variables using the
val keyword:
val x = a + b + c

When you create a variable using val, it’s like final in Java; it can never be
reassigned. You can see this in the Scala REPL:
scala> val x = 1
val x: Int = 1
scala> x = 2
-- [E052] Type Error: ----------------------------------------------

25
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-----------1 |x = 2
|^^^^^
|Reassignment to val x

Attempting to reassign x to a new value generates that “Reassignment” compiler error.
So that’s how we’ll create variables in this book: as algebraic variables with the
val keyword.
In Scala/OOP you can create mutable variables using the var keyword, but this book will not use those.

Immutable data structures
This book also uses only immutable data structures, such as the String, List,
and Seq classes, and the default Map class, which is also immutable. When you
use an immutable data structure, you cannot modify it.
For Java developers, you know that the Java String data type is
immutable. So just think of all these other data types as working the same way as String: you don’t modify a String, you call
methods on it to create a new String.
Immutable data structures are harder to demonstrate in the REPL because
List, Seq, and Map don’t have any methods on them that let you mutate their
data. This means that once you create a sequence like this:
val xs = Seq(1, 2, 3)

the only way to create a new Seq from it is to reassign its result to a new variable:
// create a sequence:
val a = Seq(1, 2, 3)
// create new sequences based on that initial sequence:
val b = a ++ Seq(4, 5)

// b: List(1, 2, 3, 4, 5)

val c = b.filter(_ > 2)

// c: List(3, 4, 5)

If this seems limiting — fear not! — Scala developers write code like this all the
time, and it’s one of the key concepts that makes your code easier to maintain,

27
and safe for parallel programming. (You’ll see how to use these immutable
data structures in the examples that follow.)
Functional programmers — FPers, as I refer to us — use immutable variables and immutable data structures all the time.
You will never find a var or a mutable data structure in Pure FP
code. If you want to know how that can possibly work, I refer you
to my much larger book, Functional Programming, Simplified1 .
There’s a PDF at that link that includes a whopping 40% of the
book’s content for free.

1

https://alvinalexander.com/scala/functional-programming-simplified-book
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8
Background: Pure Functions
The next nugget of background information we need to cover is the definition
of a pure function.
A pure function is a function:
• Whose only parameters from the outside world are the input parameters
that are defined in its function signature. (I refer to this as the function’s
front door.)
• That does not modify those input parameters.
• That does not modify other “hidden” variables that might be accessed
through side doors, such as mutable variables in its class or any other
global variables.
• That does not communicate with the outside world. It has no I/O whatsoever: no file access, no internet access, no database access, no quantum entanglement, nothing.
• That always returns the same input when its given the same output. For
example, sum(2, 2) is always 4.
• That does not throw exceptions.
Examples of pure functions include:
• Getting the length or checksum of a string
• Calculating the sum of a list of integers (List[Int])
• Math functions like +, -, *, and /
• More math functions like sin, cos
One thing to notice about pure functions is that they always have input parameters, and they never return Unit:
def stringLength(s: String): Int
--------Input
Parameters

--Return
Type

29
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// more pure function signatures:
def sum(xs: List[Int]): Int
def add(a: Int, b: Int): Int
def cos(x: Double): Double

A pure function’s signature tells you what the function does
Because pure function signatures in Scala always include the data types of (a)
the input parameters, and (b) the function result, you can often guess what a
function does just by looking at its type signature, even if the function name
is meaningless. For example, what do you think this function does:
def f(s: String): Int = ???

Because the function takes a String input parameter and returns an Int —
and also because you can be 100% sure that it’s a pure function — the function
can only do a few things:
• Calculate the length of the string
• Calculate some sort of checksum or hash of the string
That’s about it.
Even without knowing the name of the function, you can get a good idea from
its type signature what it can possibly do. That’s cool.
In fact, that’s very cool. This is one of the great things about pure functions:
when functions are pure, you can just glance at their type signatures, and have
a great feel for what they do.
In my case, once I saw this, I started to wish that all functions could somehow
be pure.

It cannot be “String to Int”
Going back to that example, as I sketched its function signature, I thought for
a moment that another thing the function could do is convert the String to an
Int … but that’s wrong. Because the process of attempting to convert a String
to an Int can potentially fail, a pure function that does that MUST have one
of these signatures in Scala:
def f(s: String): Option[Int] = ???

31
def f(s: String): Try[Int] = ???
def f(s: String): Either[Throwable, Int] = ???

As you’ll see in the following chapters, because attempting to convert a String
to an Int can result in an error — such as trying to convert the string "Hi mom"
— we need to return an error-handling type like Option, Try, or Either when
writing this as a pure function. These types tell readers of our pure function,
“something can go wrong here.”
I explain this in much more in the following chapters.
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9
I Love Pure Functions, They
Cannot Lie
Actually, when I first learned about pure functions I was underwhelmed, and
thought, “Gee, how nice.”
But then when I started using them in practice I thought, “Holy crap, this
is important. Input goes in front door, and output comes out the back door.
There are no side doors for side effects to sneak in and out.”
My overwhelming thought was, “Whoa, I can look ONLY at the signature of
a pure function to know what it does.” No more digging into the source code
of impure methods; just look at the function signature.
This hit me so hard that I immediately wanted to write an impure annotation
to mark all those old methods I had written as being impure:
@impure
def randomInt(): Int = scala.util.Random.nextInt

I knew this wasn’t a great idea because I had no way to enforce that that annotation, but I really, really wanted a way to tell the pure from the impure just by
looking at function signatures.

As you’ll come to see in the remainder of this book, you can easily
tell that this function is impure because it takes no input parameters. Any time you see empty parentheses like that, it’s a clear sign
that a side effect is happening inside that function.

Pure functions reduce your cognitive load
Not to gush too much, but I LOVE writing pure functions: They make things
MUCH easier on my brain.
What I mean by this is that when I write a pure function, I don’t have to think
about the rest of the application. When I write a pure function, my entire
universe — the only things I need to think about — are:
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• What input parameters do I need?
• What is my pure function’s return type?
• What is its algorithm?

Literally, the only thing in my mind when I’m writing a pure function looks
like this:
+------------+
(p1: Type1, p2: Type2)
----------------------

=>

|

function

|

=>

+------------+

Input Parameters

result: ResultType
------------------The Function Result

There’s no need to worry about mutating variables in the current class. No
need to worry about mutating global variables or global state. I just think about
(a) what comes in, (b) what goes out, and (c) the function’s algorithm.
Once I realized this, even the imposter syndrome in me thought, “You know, I
don’t know if I can think about an entire application today. But I can certainly
write one pure function. And then I can write another. And another. And
then eventually I can glue them together to solve bigger problems.”
As you’ll see in this book, glueing pure functions together is also
just like algebra.
One other thing: I also found that I like reading the signatures of pure functions that other people write. Unlike OOP-style methods that can return void
and/or take no input parameters — which makes their type signatures meaningless — when I look at the type signature of a pure function, I can tell at a
glance what’s going on.

Another pop quiz
Here’s another little quiz: Knowing that this function is pure, what can it possible do:
def f(list: List[Int]): Int = ???

If you’re new to Scala, this code defines a function that takes a list of integers
as input, and returns an integer as its result:
•

def f tells you that this is a function named f.
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• It takes an input parameter that I have named list, and its type is
List[Int], meaning that it is a sequence (list) of integers.
• The function returns an integer (Int).
I encourage you to write down everything you think that pure function can
possibly do.
As a second question, here’s the same function signature, but with a generic
type. Again, what can it possibly do:
def g[A](list: List[A]): A = ???

If you’re not familiar with generic types, this just means that this function can
take a list of integers (List[Int]), a list of strings (List[String]), a list of
people (List[Person]), etc. The data type inside the List doesn’t matter to
the algorithm; the algorithm must only concern itself with the fact that it’s
given a list.
It’s also important to know that the A as the return type means that the function
returns a single element that is the same data type that’s contained inside the
list. So if the function receives a (List[Int]) as input, it must return an Int;
and if it gets a (List[Person]), it must return a Person, etc.
Again, I encourage you to write down everything you think this function can
possibly do.

Key points
As a summary, there are several key points from these last two chapters:
• Pure functions reduce your cognitive load. When you’re writing them,
all you have to think about is their input, output, and algorithm.
• You can trust pure functions, they cannot lie. Their signatures tell you
exactly what they can (and cannot) do.
Also — I’ll repeat this many times in this book — but writing code using pure
functions (and immutable things) feels just like writing algebra. Basically you
start by writing a few pure functions like this:
def add(i: Int, j: Int): Int
def multiply(i: Int, j: Int): Int

and then you glue them together like this:
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val x = add(1, 1)
val y = multiply(x, 2)

or this:
val z = multiply(add(1, 1), 2)

Or, if you like architecture and engineering, this style of programming is just
like creating a blueprint. You’re connecting pipes and beams together, and
because pure functions can’t throw exceptions, all these pipes and beams “just
connect” to each other. (You don’t have to worry about functions throwing
exceptions and blowing up your design.)

10
Expression‐Oriented Programming
(EOP)
Before we start writing some code, we need to look at one more topic:
Expression-Oriented Programming, or EOP. And to understand EOP, we
need to be clear about the differences between expressions and statements in
programming.

Statements vs expressions
In programming, a statement is a block of code that does not return a result,
and is used solely for its side effect. For instance, this line of code is a statement
because it does not return a result:
println(a)

So is this one:
if a == b then println(a)

Lines of code like that are used solely for their side effects, and in those examples, the side effect is printing to STDOUT.
Conversely, an expression is a block of code that DOES return a result, and has
no side effects. One of the terrific things about Scala is that every line of code
can be an expression, and not just a statement. That’s because all of these Scala
constructs return a result:
•

if/then/else

•

match expressions

•

for expressions

• Even try/catch/finally returns a value
To explain this, let’s look at how to use the if/then/else construct as an expression.
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Aside: A quick clarification
For the purists out there, I need to note that technically it’s more accurate to
say that this example that I showed does not return a useful result:
if a == b then println(a)

It does return something — a type called Unit — which is like void in other
languages. But in cases like this we generally don’t care about its return value.

Using ‘if’ as an expression
Okay, so if, match, for, and try can all be used as expressions. In regards to
if, this means that you can use the result of if/then/else — such as assigning
it to a variable — like this:
val c = if a < b then a else b

That code can be read as, “If
assign the value of b to c.”

a

is less than b, assign the value of

a

to c. If not,

Because if/then/else is an expression that returns a value, you can also use
it as the body of a function:
def min(a: Int, b: Int): Int =
if a < b then a else b

That code defines a function named min that returns the minimum value of
the two integer parameters that are passed into it, a and b.

Other constructs
I was just going to show how if/then/else works as an expression, but what
the heck, let’s look at Scala’s other constructs while we’re in the neighborhood.
This example shows how a match expression yields a value:
val evenOrOdd = i match
case 1 | 3 | 5 | 7 | 9

=> println("odd")

case 2 | 4 | 6 | 8 | 10 => println("even")

Here’s a for expression that yields a value:
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val result =
for
i <- 1 to 10
if i > 5
yield
i

If you’re not familiar with that syntax, when that for expression is run, result
will hold this value:
Vector(6, 7, 8, 9, 10)

Also, when you first start with Scala you may prefer to explicitly declare
result’s data type, and you do that like this:
val result: Seq[Int] =
for
i <- 1 to 10
if i > 5
yield
i

Notice that I added the type Seq[Int] after the result variable. Scala can
usually figure those types out implicitly, but if you think the code is easier to
read with the data type shown explicitly, by all means, add it.
Lastly, as I mentioned, even try/catch/finally blocks yield a value and are
used to write expressions:
def makeInt(s: String): Int =
try
s.toInt
catch
case e: Exception => 0
finally
// do whatever you need to do here

Note that this is NOT a recommended way to write this function — I show
better ways to write it shortly — but this does show that try/catch/finally
returns a value.
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What EOP code looks like
As I show in the Scala Cookbook1 , when you write code using EOP, your code
becomes easy to write, easy to read, and easy to test. It’s just a series of expressions that use immutable variables, immutable data structures, and pure
functions:
// a series of expressions
val symbol = "AAPL"
val url

= buildUrl(symbol)

val html

= getUrlContent(url)

val price

= getPrice(html)

// an impure function

val volume = getVolume(html)
val high

= getHigh(html)

val low

= getLow(html)

val date

= getDate()

// an impure function

val stockInstance = StockInstance(symbol, date, price, volume, high, low)

Even though that example uses two impure functions to communicate with
the outside world, it gives you can idea of what EOP code looks like. And in
regard to the getUrlContent function, I’ll show a better way to write it in the
following chapters.

EOP benefits
Because expressions always return a result and generally don’t have side effects,
there are several benefits to EOP:
• The code is easier to write, read, and test. Inputs go into a pure function,
a result is returned, it’s assigned to an immutable variable, and there are
no side effects.
• Combined with Scala’s syntax, EOP results in concise, expressive code.
• Although it’s only been hinted at in these examples, expressions can often be executed in any order. This subtle feature lets you execute expressions in parallel, which can be a big help when you’re trying to take
advantage of modern multicore CPUs.
I write about all of these benefits in Functional Programming, Simplified2 —

1
2

https://amzn.to/3du1pMR
https://alvinalexander.com/scala/functional-programming-simplified-book
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and I offer a free version of that book that includes 40% of the book’s content
— so see that URL for more details, if you’re interested.

On to the code!
And now, given this background, it’s time to start writing some code that
demonstrates the benefits of pure functions, immutable things, and EOP!
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11
Example #1: Solving Problems
with Pure Functions and EOP
Writing Scala code like this gets to be so much like algebra that you can imagine walking in on Albert Einstein writing at a chalkboard, and following his
equations one at a time until he joins them all together at the end.
To demonstrate this, let’s walk through the process of writing a “word occurrence” algorithm using only pure functions, immutable variables, immutable
data structures, and EOP. I think you’ll see that we can simply talk about this
as we sketch out a series of pure function signatures — just like writing algebra
on a chalkboard.
This example was inspired by a Haskell book. I’d like to give it
credit, but I haven’t been able to remember which book I saw it
in.

Problem statement
The first thing to do in any problem-solving effort is to write a clear problem
statement:
Given a document that’s represented as a single Scala String,
count the number of occurrences of each word in that document.

In addition to that statement, we’re also shown that the output of the algorithm
should look like this, with the words in the first column and the number of
occurrences in the second column:
the

543

an

210

or

99

(more words here ...)

Okay, that seems good enough for now. So, how do we start?
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Getting started
The first thing we can say is that we’re going to write a pure function that works
like a “word occurrences” or “word count” function. I don’t want to keep writing the word “occurrences,” so to keep this simple I’ll refer to it as a word count
function, which I’ll name wc:
def wc

Next, I know from the problem statement that it will take the document as a
String input parameter:
def wc(document: String)

Now if I look at the sample output, that sure looks like a Map to me. More
specifically, a map where the key is a string, and the value is an integer:
Map[String, Int]

For instance, in Scala, that sample data looks like this Map:
Map(
"the" -> 543,
"an" -> 210,
"or" -> 99
)

Also note that the output is printed in sorted order, so we’ll want to return a
VectorMap to indicate to others that there’s something unique about this map:
VectorMap[String, Int]

A VectorMap is a specific type of immutable Map that lets us return the map
values in a sorted order.
Knowing this, we can finish the sketch of our main function signature like this:
def wc(document: String): VectorMap[String, Int]

So there we have it, that’s the signature for our main function. Now all we have
to do is sketch out some more pure functions that this function will call.
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The next steps
There are several ways we could proceed next, but because the requirement is
that we just turn a String into a Map, there’s no need to deal with that String
as paragraphs and sentences. Instead, we can work with it as is, adjusting it
slightly for our needs.

Get rid of the newline characters
The first thing I’ll do is strip all the newline characters from the String. What
I’m thinking is that I can replace all those newline characters with blank spaces,
and then in a few moments I’ll reduce all occurrences of multiple blank spaces
down to single blank spaces.
When you think of how this “get rid of all newline characters” function needs
to work, you can imagine that it takes the existing String as its input parameter, so I start with this:
def replaceNewlineCharsWithBlanks(s: String)

Next, I know that I want to return a String with all of the newline characters
replaced with blanks, so I can add String as the function’s return type:
def replaceNewlineCharsWithBlanks(s: String): String

So that’s a sketch of that function signature. At this point I feel comfortable
that this is the first step of my wc function, so I add it to wc’s body:
def wc(document: String): VectorMap[String, Int] =
val stringWithoutNewlines =
replaceNewlineCharsWithBlanks(document)
// more code to come ...

Note that I’ll be wrapping my expressions inside wc as shown
because (a) I’m intentionally using long, meaningful function
names, and (b) it’s hard to print wide lines in a book.

Remove formatting characters
The next thing I need to do is to remove all formatting characters from the
string — things like periods, semi-colons, colons, and em dashes. So again,
this is going to be a function that takes a String as input and returns a String,
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so I sketch this:
def stripFormattingCharacters(s: String): String

I really don’t want you thinking about algorithms at the moment — just function signatures. But if you find yourself thinking about algorithms, this function can either delete all of those formatting characters or replace them with
blank spaces; either approach will work.
When I add this function to wc’s body, it now looks like this:
def wc(document: String): VectorMap[String, Int] =
val stringWithoutNewlines =
replaceNewlineCharsWithBlanks(document)
val stringWithoutFormatting =
stripFormattingCharacters(stringWithoutNewlines)

Eliminate multiple blank spaces
(EDITOR’S NOTE: I did not properly handle ’ characters in this example. This
will be corrected soon.)
At this point I can’t think of any other changes I want to make to the initial
string. You can imagine that we started with a multiline string that looks like
this:
Foo bar’s baz?
Buzzle; buzzy.

and at this point that string should look like this:
Foo bar’s baz

Buzzle buzzy

We’re still working with a String, and all of its words should be separated by
one or more blank spaces, so this is a good time to create a function to convert
multiple blank spaces into a single blank space. Once again we have a String
coming in and a String going out, so I sketch this function like this:
def reduceMultipleBlankSpacesToOne(s: String): String

Then I add that function call to wc to get this:
def wc(document: String): VectorMap[String, Int] =
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val stringWithoutNewlines =
replaceNewlineCharsWithBlanks(document)
val stringWithoutFormatting =
stripFormattingCharacters(stringWithoutNewlines)
val stringWithSingleBlanks =
reduceMultipleBlankSpacesToOne(stringWithoutFormatting)
...

From String to Seq[String]
Now our String should be free of punctuation characters, with each word
separated by a single blank space. So the next step is to transform it into a list
of words, which in Scala can be represented as a Seq[String], List[String],
or Vector[String]. Once we have this list of words, we can later convert it to
a Map of word counts.
Seq, List, and Vector are all immutable lists (sequences) that are
suited for slightly different purposes, but as long as we’re working
with a relatively small document, any of them will work.

Therefore, this function takes a String as input and returns a Seq[String],
so its signature looks like this:
def convertStringToListOfWords(s: String): Seq[String]

and when I add it to wc, its body now looks like this:
def wc(document: String): VectorMap[String, Int] =
val stringWithoutNewlines =
replaceNewlineCharsWithBlanks(document)
val stringWithoutFormatting =
stripFormattingCharacters(stringWithoutNewlines)
val stringWithSingleBlanks =
reduceMultipleBlankSpacesToOne(stringWithoutFormatting)
val listOfWords =
convertStringToListOfWords(stringWithSingleBlanks)
...

Convert words to the same case
Now that we have a list of words, we need to do one more thing: Either (a)
convert them all to the same case — lowercase or uppercase — or (b) perform
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a case-insensitive comparison of them later on when we count the words. We
need to do this to make sure we count words like “Do” and “do” as the same
word.
Being lazy, I’ll change all the words to lowercase now. And because we’re now
working with a Seq[String] — our list of words — I’ll sketch this function to
take a Seq[String] as input, and also return a Seq[String]:
def lowerCaseAllWords(listOfWords: Seq[String]): Seq[String]

With this addition, our wc function looks like this:
def wc(document: String): VectorMap[String, Int] =
val stringWithoutNewlines =
replaceNewlineCharsWithBlanks(document)
val stringWithoutFormatting =
stripFormattingCharacters(stringWithoutNewlines)
val stringWithSingleBlanks =
reduceMultipleBlankSpacesToOne(stringWithoutFormatting)
val listOfWords =
convertStringToListOfWords(stringWithSingleBlanks)
val lcListOfWords =
lowerCaseAllWords(listOfWords)
...

From a Seq[String] to a Map
Now that we have a list of words, we’re almost home. The next step is to create
a function that converts the list of words into a Map, where that Map contains
each unique word as the key, and the count of occurrences of that word as its
value.
We don’t have to think about that algorithm yet, we just need to sketch the
function signature. We know that it should take a Seq[String] as input, and
return a Map[String, Int], so its signature looks like this:
def convertWordListToWordCount(listOfWords: Seq[String]): Map[String, Int]

and now wc looks like this:
def wc(document: String): VectorMap[String, Int] =
val stringWithoutNewlines =
replaceNewlineCharsWithBlanks(document)
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val stringWithoutFormatting =
stripFormattingCharacters(stringWithoutNewlines)
val stringWithSingleBlanks =
reduceMultipleBlankSpacesToOne(stringWithoutFormatting)
val listOfWords =
convertStringToListOfWords(stringWithSingleBlanks)
val lcListOfWords =
lowerCaseAllWords(listOfWords)
val initialMap =
convertWordListToWordCount(lcListOfWords)
...

Sort the Map
As our last step, now we just need to sort that Map by its values, in descending
order. For example, the Map may look like this right now:
Map(
"or" -> 99,
"the" -> 543,
"an" -> 210
)

and we want it to look like this:
Map(
"the" -> 543,
"an" -> 210,
"or" -> 99
)

So we need a function that takes a Map[String, Int] as input, and also returns a Map[String, Int], BUT, the returned map needs to be sorted. Scala’s
VectorMap can be used for just this purpose, so I sketch this function:
def sortMapByHighestValue(map: Map[String, Int]): VectorMap[String, Int]

and then I add it to wc:
def wc(document: String): VectorMap[String, Int] =
val stringWithoutNewlines =
replaceNewlineCharsWithBlanks(document)
val stringWithoutFormatting =
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stripFormattingCharacters(stringWithoutNewlines)
val stringWithSingleBlanks =
reduceMultipleBlankSpacesToOne(stringWithoutFormatting)
val listOfWords =
convertStringToListOfWords(stringWithSingleBlanks)
val lcListOfWords =
lowerCaseAllWords(listOfWords)
val initialMap =
convertWordListToWordCount(lcListOfWords)
val sortedMap =
sortMapByHighestValue(initialMap)
sortedMap

Note that in this case I add the sortedMap variable to the end of the function,
because that’s the value that our function yields.
NOTE: In functional programming, FPers don’t say “return,” they
say that a function yields a result, or that it evaluates to a result.
Again, we’re writing algebra here, and that’s what algebraic equations do.

Is that code hard to read?
Great questions at this point are:
• Is that code hard to read?
• Is it hard to reason about?
In both cases I suspect that you’ll say that this code is actually about as simple
as it gets. Because the functions are pure and the variables and data types are
immutable, the code ends up being written in an EOP style, which I find to be
as simple as possible.
I don’t like to use the word “simple” in programming books, because everyone’s background is different. So that’s why I say, “as
simple as possible.” Frankly, the code reminds me of writing BASIC code with pure functions when I was in high school.

Discussion
So this is pretty cool. Assuming that I thought of everything, we almost completely solved this problem by (a) sketching out a series of pure function signa-
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tures, and then (b) combining those signatures like a series of algebraic equations. All that’s left to do is write the code inside those function bodies.
One thing that’s worth mentioning is that as you go through this process, it
can help to jot down a sample of the input you expect a function to receive, as
well as the output it’s expected to return. That’s why I showed the String and
Map data in a few steps there, to make sure that my logic was sound.

Two notes
Tow notes come to mind after writing this section of the book.

1) Being a mathematician or architect
The first note is to reiterare what I’ve already stated: that FPers like to think of
this style of programming as math, or perhaps as creating a blueprint. So rather
than being a programmer, you’re like a mathematician or architect, working
on equations or the blueprint. Because of this, you’ll also hear FPers say things
like “reasoning about the code,” because they look at function signatures like
these and how they glue together.
As you’ll see throughout this book, when your functions are pure and your
values are immutable, you can do this.

2) You can do much more with Scala types
A second thing I need to mention is that with the Scala type system, you can do
some things to make your code even more readable. For instance, in my code
I return a VectorMap from a function, but if you think about that signature, it
could be more meaningful, right?
What I mean is that I wrote this:
VectorMap[String, Int]

but with Scala’s type system I can write that return type like this instead:
MapSortedByValueDesc[String, Int]

Scala lets you create more meaningful type names like this, and in this case,
anyone who looks at this code now knows that this is a Map that’s sorted by
value. That’s pretty cool.
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And then you can also take this a step further and make that function signature
look like this:
MapSortedByValueDesc[Word, Count]

Whoa, that’s extremely cool. With these new names, anyone who walks in off
the street can tell exactly what’s going on with that Map. And this can all be
done with Scala.
As I discuss in the Scala Cookbook (2nd Edition)1 , this sort of naming process
is used in Domain-Driven Design, and it makes your types more meaningful.
This also makes for an interesting question: If you walked into someone’s code
base, which of these options would you rather see for this particular problem,
and why:
•

Map[String, Int]

•

VectorMap[String, Int]

•

MapSortedByValueDesc[String, Int]

•

MapSortedByValueDesc[Word, Count]

•

MapSortedByValueDesc[Words, Occurrences]

The answer is entirely up to you, BUT, I encourage you to form an opinion
about it. You can also show it to some fellow developers and ask them what
they’d rather see, and why.

All done!
At this point we’re done. Well, at least we’re done sketching out the pure functions we need to solve this problem. All we have to do now is to write the
algorithms for the bodies of those functions.
TIP: Up until now was the time to think about function signatures. Now is the time to think about how to implement those
algorithms.
I’d say that I’ll leave that as “an exercise for the reader,” but you can find those
functions implemented in this book’s Github repository.

1

https://amzn.to/3du1pMR

12
One More Thing: Algebraic
Substitution
Before we move on from this Word Count example I need to add one very
important point: Because I wrote wc using only pure functions and immutable
values, both you and a compiler are free to reduce this code.
What this means is that at the end of the previous lesson I had this function:
def wc(document: String): VectorMap[String, Int] =
val stringWithoutNewlines =
replaceNewlineCharsWithBlanks(document)
val stringWithoutFormatting =
stripFormattingCharacters(stringWithoutNewlines)
val stringWithSingleBlanks =
reduceMultipleBlankSpacesToOne(stringWithoutFormatting)
val listOfWords =
convertStringToListOfWords(stringWithSingleBlanks)
val lcListOfWords =
lowerCaseAllWords(listOfWords)
val initialMap =
convertWordListToWordCount(lcListOfWords)
val sortedMap =
sortMapByHighestValue(initialMap)
sortedMap

But because

initialMap

(near the end of the function) is exactly equal to
convertWordListToWordCount(lcListOfWords) — and always will be, because the values are immutable and the functions are pure — you can replace
initialMap in the second-to-last line with its equivalent function call, like
this:

def wc(document: String): VectorMap[String, Int] =
val stringWithoutNewlines =
replaceNewlineCharsWithBlanks(document)
val stringWithoutFormatting =
stripFormattingCharacters(stringWithoutNewlines)
val stringWithSingleBlanks =
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reduceMultipleBlankSpacesToOne(stringWithoutFormatting)
val listOfWords =
convertStringToListOfWords(stringWithSingleBlanks)
val lcListOfWords =
lowerCaseAllWords(listOfWords)
// eliminated 'initialMap'
val sortedMap =
sortMapByHighestValue(convertWordListToWordCount(lcListOfWords))
sortedMap

By the same argument, lcListOfWords is exactly equal to lowerCaseAllWords(listOfWords),
so I can eliminate that intermediate variable:
def wc(document: String): VectorMap[String, Int] =
val stringWithoutNewlines =
replaceNewlineCharsWithBlanks(document)
val stringWithoutFormatting =
stripFormattingCharacters(stringWithoutNewlines)
val stringWithSingleBlanks =
reduceMultipleBlankSpacesToOne(stringWithoutFormatting)
val listOfWords =
convertStringToListOfWords(stringWithSingleBlanks)
// eliminated 'lcListOfWords'
val sortedMap = sortMapByHighestValue(
convertWordListToWordCount(
lowerCaseAllWords(listOfWords)
)
)
sortedMap

Next, listOfWords is exactly equal to convertStringToListOfWords(stringWithSingleBlanks)
— and always will be — so I can remove listOfWords as an intermediate
value:
def wc(document: String): VectorMap[String, Int] =
val stringWithoutNewlines =
replaceNewlineCharsWithBlanks(document)
val stringWithoutFormatting =
stripFormattingCharacters(stringWithoutNewlines)
val stringWithSingleBlanks =
reduceMultipleBlankSpacesToOne(stringWithoutFormatting)
// eliminated 'listOfWords'
val sortedMap = sortMapByHighestValue(
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convertWordListToWordCount(
lowerCaseAllWords(
convertStringToListOfWords(stringWithSingleBlanks)
)
)
)
sortedMap

The same is true of

stringWithSingleBlanks, so I reduce the code again:

def wc(document: String): VectorMap[String, Int] =
val stringWithoutNewlines =
replaceNewlineCharsWithBlanks(document)
val stringWithoutFormatting =
stripFormattingCharacters(stringWithoutNewlines)
// eliminated 'stringWithSingleBlanks'
val sortedMap = sortMapByHighestValue(
convertWordListToWordCount(
lowerCaseAllWords(
convertStringToListOfWords(
reduceMultipleBlankSpacesToOne(stringWithoutFormatting)
)
)
)
)
sortedMap

and then do the same with stringWithoutFormatting:
def wc(document: String): VectorMap[String, Int] =
val stringWithoutNewlines =
replaceNewlineCharsWithBlanks(document)
// eliminated 'stringWithoutFormatting'
val sortedMap = sortMapByHighestValue(
convertWordListToWordCount(
lowerCaseAllWords(
convertStringToListOfWords(
reduceMultipleBlankSpacesToOne(
stripFormattingCharacters(stringWithoutNewlines)
)
)
)
)
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)
sortedMap

and then stringWithoutNewlines:
def wc(document: String): VectorMap[String, Int] =
// eliminated 'stringWithoutNewlines'
val sortedMap = sortMapByHighestValue(
convertWordListToWordCount(
lowerCaseAllWords(
convertStringToListOfWords(
reduceMultipleBlankSpacesToOne(
stripFormattingCharacters(
replaceNewlineCharsWithBlanks(document)
)
)
)
)
)
)
sortedMap

And if you want to, you can eliminate sortedMap:
def wc(document: String): VectorMap[String, Int] =
// eliminated 'sortedMap'
sortMapByHighestValue(
convertWordListToWordCount(
lowerCaseAllWords(
convertStringToListOfWords(
reduceMultipleBlankSpacesToOne(
stripFormattingCharacters(
replaceNewlineCharsWithBlanks(document)
)
)
)
)
)
)

We call this process algebraic substitution, and it works because:

• The functions are pure
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• The variables are immutable
• The data structures are immutable
When code is written like this, both you and the compiler are perfectly free
to write it in any of these ways, and you’re always guaranteed to get the same
result.

KEY: But if you use mutable variables, mutable data types, and
impure methods, the same cannot be said.

Why this is important
The first reason writing code like this is important is because, as I have mentioned, it’s easier to write, read, and test.
The second reason it’s important is because you can use algebraic substitution
to write your code in any of the ways I just showed.
But there’s an even more important point to this discussion: When those equations don’t have to be evaluated in a specific order, the compiler is completely
free to evaluate the expressions in parallel, and then join them into one result
at the end.
To demonstrate what I mean, here’s an example, where again you can assume
that all functions are pure, and the variables and data types are immutable:
val a = longRunningFunction1(x)
val b = longRunningFunction2(y)
val c = longRunningFunction3(z)
val d = f(a, b, c)

Because the first three expressions have no dependencies on each other, a
smart compiler is perfectly free to run those functions on different threads
(or, more recently, fibers). So the benefit is that if they each take 20 seconds
to run, you don’t have to wait 60 seconds for them to run in serial; they can
be run in parallel, so you get your result in 20 seconds (assuming they aren’t
fighting for a shared resource).
When you want high-performance code — and who doesn’t — this is a huge
win.
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Technical goo: “Referential Transparency”
If you like algebra, you’ll like referential transparency. We say that an expression is referentially transparent (RT) if it can be replaced by its resulting value
without changing the behavior of the program. This must be true regardless
of where the expression is used in the program.
What I did in the previous algebraic substitution process is actually the opposite of that — I replaced the intermediate variables with their expressions
— but that’s the cool part: all of those intermediate variables and their pure
function calls are 100% equivalent.
Finally, notice that I’m not doing any “fancy FP” stuff in this code. I’m just
writing EOP code with immutable variables, immutable data types, and pure
functions.

13
Recap: Java/OOP vs Pure
Functions
When I began this section of the book, I showed that these were the two most
complicated type declarations I found in over 150,000 lines of production Java
code:
SortedMap<String, Integer> wordCountMap = new TreeMap();
public Class<?> getColumnClass(int columnIndex) {

Conversely, as you saw in the Word Count example, as I sketched out that
application in Scala using pure functions, I’m already working with data types
like these:
Seq[String]
VectorMap[String, Int]

// or: MapSortedByValueDesc[Word, Count]

This is a hint that in Scala we use types a lot more than developers are used to
using in Java/OOP.
As someone who’s interested in helping programmers who want to learn more
about Scala, it’s important to acknowledge that this is a different world than
Java/OOP. In the Java world you generally only work with types like this if
you’re a library developer, but in the Scala world, developers at all levels work
with them. So I think it’s important to acknowledge this difference.
That being said, I’ll ask: Did you find the Word Count example hard to follow?
I suspect — and hope — it wasn’t hard to follow. As you saw, I just sketched
out a series of pure functions and their type signatures.

Benefits
There are a lot of benefits to this approach of working with only pure functions,
immutable variables, and immutable data structures. First, here’s some of what
you’ve already seen:
• You write pure functions.
• Writing pure functions is about as easy as it gets. You don’t have to worry
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about the state of the entire application, all you have to think about is
(a) what comes in, and (b) what goes out.
• Because of those attributes, you can sketch solutions just like I did. Just
sketch out the solution as a series of pure functions, and then fill in the
function bodies.
• You can trust the type signatures of pure functions, they cannot lie.
Their signatures tell you what’s going on.
• Because of that, you can trust pure functions that other developers write.
• I’ve only briefly touched on this so far, but if you look at a pure function’s
signature and see Option, Try, or Either as the return type, you immediately know, “Something can go wrong here.” (More on this soon.)

Beyond those benefits:
• Not only are pure functions easier to write, they’re easier to read. Just
look at a pure function’s type signature and you’ll get a strong idea of
what that function can possibly do.
• You’ll start to see solving problems as being like algebra, or creating a
blueprint as an architect or engineer.
• As you also saw with the Word Count example, the final solution to the
problem is just a matter of combining your pure functions, like algebraic
equations.
• Following all of this logic, testing pure functions is also easier. All you
have to do is set up what’s going in the front door, and what you expect
to come out the back door. You don’t have to worry about mutable state
anywhere else in the application (side doors).

Next
Before we move completely on from the Word Count example, let’s add a realworld scenario to it: your boss comes to you and requests a change.

14
A Change To The wc Application
So the change is that your boss comes to you and says, “Um, err, yeah, I was
wrong about that Word Count application. You won’t be getting a String that
represents the document, you’ll be getting a String that is the name of the file
you need to read, and it contains the document.”
This isn’t a huge change, but it does bring up some interesting concerns; what
should you do if:
• The file doesn’t exist?
• The file isn’t readable?
In Java/OOP — and even Scala/OOP — you might throw exceptions and then
let the callers of your code deal with those. But in Scala/EOP and Scala/FP we
don’t do those things. We don’t throw exceptions because those would shortcircuit our algebraic equations or blow up our blueprints.
Instead, we use a different technique known as functional error handling and
error-handling data types. We’ll look at those next.
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15
Functional Error Handling
In Scala, the correct solution to handling potential errors is to use Scala’s errorhandling data types. In short, this means that a function that can fail should
return one of the Option, Try, or Either types:
def wc(f: File): Option[?]
def wc(f: File): Try[?]
def wc(f: File): Either[?]

The basic idea is that you return an error-handling data type to account for the
possibility that an error may occur in this function.

These types are wrappers
Error-handling types are basically wrappers, and inside their wrapper they contain one of two possibilities:
• The function succeeded, and you can access its success value
• The function failed, and you can access its error value
So it’s like you’re getting a container back from a function:
┌───────────────────────────────────────┐
│
│

│
Success Value

OR

Failure Value

│

│
│

└───────────────────────────────────────┘

As shown, when you get the container back from the function, it will contain
either a Success Value or a Failure Value — but not both.
A great thing about this approach is that unlike exceptions, they don’t shortcircuit your code: you’re just working with another data type. You treat this
result as a value, and you continue writing your code as algebra. You’ll see
what this means shortly.
The Option, Try, and Either error-handling data types take slightly different
approaches, but that’s the essence of them.
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So let’s see how they work.

The three error-handling types
As mentioned, Scala’s three error-handling types are named Option, Try, and
Either. Thinking in OOP for a moment, each of these are parent data types,
and they each have two sub-types.
For these three values, these are the parent types and their two sub-types:
•

Option, Some, and None

•

Try, Success, and Failure

•

Either, Right, and Left

Again, Option, Try, and Either are the parent types, and the other types are
the sub-types for the success and failure cases.
In the following lessons we’ll look at what this means, and how these types
work.

16
Functional Error Handling with
Option
The first functional error-handling type I like to look at is Option, and its companions, Some and None. I do this because (a) its similar to Java’s Optional
type, and (b) it’s a little more basic than Try and Either.

In a world where things can go wrong …
Getting back to our Word Count application, our boss just came to us and
told us we’re not getting a String that represents the document, we’re getting
a String that is the name of the file that contains the document.
As any experienced developer knows, when you write certain functions, things
can go wrong. This is especially true when you start working with File I/O, Network I/O, and Database I/O. In this world, files can be unreadable, networks
can be down, servers can be down, etc., and these things must be accounted
for.
When you write these functions in other programming languages you might
throw exceptions or return null values, but in Scala we don’t do those things.
As mentioned, we use error-handling data types.
As I wrote in this blog post many years ago1 , Tony Hoare, the
inventor of the null reference — way back in 1965 — refers to
the creation of the null value as his “billion dollar mistake.”

A simpler problem: Converting a String to an Int
I’m going to put off the Word Count application just a little while longer, and
instead I want to work on a slightly easier problem. I’ll show how to safely
convert a String to an Int. This is a relatively simple problem, so we can
focus on our error-handling types rather than missing files or servers that are
down. (We’ll deal with those later in the book.)

1

https://alvinalexander.com/scala/best-practice-eliminate-null-values-from-code-scala-idioms/
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So the problem with converting a String to an Int is that sometimes it works,
and sometimes it doesn’t. And when it doesn’t, the process throws an exception. The Scala REPL shows how this process succeeds and how it fails:
scala> "1".toInt
val res0: Int = 1
scala> "one".toInt
java.lang.NumberFormatException: For input string: "one"

In the first example the string properly represents an integer — "1" — so the
conversion process works. But when the string can’t be converted to an integer
in the second example, the process blows up with a NumberFormatException.
Code blowing up is bad. You can’t write algebra when your equations can
explode.

A first attempt
If we didn’t have error-handling types, we might first try to write a makeInt
function like this:
def makeInt(s: String): Int =
try
s.toInt
catch
case e: NumberFormatException => 0

That function always returns an Int, but the problem is that it isn’t accurate
in all instances. For example, all of these function calls will return 0, which is
incorrect:
makeInt("0")
makeInt("")
makeInt("one")

In the first example the value returned is correct, but in the second and third
examples, 0 is not the correct answer. So, what is the correct solution?
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The correct solution
This is where Scala’s error-handling data types come in. Instead of the function returning an Int, the correct approach is for it to return a data type that
encapsulates the possibility of success or failure. As mentioned, I want to first
work with the Option type, and its sub-types, Some and None.
The general solution is to (a) define your function to return an Option that
wraps the type that your function yields when it succeeds — Int, in this case.
And then in the body of the function, you return (b) a Some for the success case,
and (c) a None for the failure case:
def makeInt(s: String): Option[Int] =
try
Some(s.toInt)
catch
case e: NumberFormatException => None

As shown, the Some wraps the data type that you were able to calculate successfully, and in the error case you return a None. (The None type doesn’t contain
anything, it’s just an indicator to callers of your function that something went
wrong.)
When you call the function, you’ll see the Some and None types as its return
value:
// success cases
makeInt("1")

// Some(1)

makeInt("2")

// Some(2)

// failure cases
makeInt("")

// None

makeInt("one")

// None

A key to this solution is that Option is the base type, and Some and None are its
sub-types:
┌────────┐
│ Option │
└───┬────┘
│
┌─────┴──────┐
│
┌────┴───┐

│
┌────┴───┐
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Some

│

└────────┘

│

None

│

└────────┘

So you declare that the function returns the parent type: Option, or specifically
an Option[Int] in this case. Then the body of the function returns its subtypes: Some for the success case, and None for the error/failure case.
When you write the function, that’s all you have to do.

Using the function
Now that makeInt is written like this, the flip side of the coin is, “As a caller of
this function, how do I handle this type?”

pattern matching
One of the most common ways to handle an Option is with pattern matching
in a match expression:
makeInt(aString) match
case Some(i) => println(s"Conversion worked! i = $i")
case None

=> println("The conversion failed.")

As shown, the match expression lets you handle the two possible cases, Some
and None. When you work with the Some you extract the Int out of it, and
when you work with the None, it’s just an indicator that something failed.

for expressions
A second common way the function is used is inside a for expression, especially when you have multiple calls to your function. This code shows the result
when three strings can be converted to integers:
val maybeSum: Option[Int] =
for
i <- makeInt("1")
j <- makeInt("2")
k <- makeInt("3")
yield
i + j + k
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// result:

maybeSum == Some(6)

Some developers like to use the word “maybe” when receiving an errorhandling type, because value “may be” a success type, or not. So I thought
I’d show that term here. The important part is that when the for expression
finishes, maybeSum has the value Some(6).
Next, this exact same code shows what happens when one or more string values
cannot be converted to integers:
val maybeSum: Option[Int] =
for
i <- makeInt("1")
j <- makeInt("Hi mom!")
k <- makeInt("3")
yield
i + j + k
// result:

maybeSum == None

As shown, in this situation, maybeSum is a None rather than a Some. However,
notice that you don’t care at this point if something failed, you just write the
code as shown, and it handles both the success and failure cases.
Then, whenever you want to work with maybeSum’s value, you can work with
in a match expression:
maybeSum match
case Some(i) => println(s"Conversion worked! i = $i")
case None

=> println("The conversion failed.")

At some point in history, someone referred to the Some case as the Happy Path,
because it’s the success case. And that would make the None case the Unhappy
Path, because it’s the failure case.
But the keys here are:
• Your code is still algebra because you’re dealing with values, and not
exceptions. (There is no short-circuiting or explosions.)
• Your code doesn’t get all uglified and hard to read with a bunch of
try/catch blocks.
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Pure functions cannot lie
Before we move on, it’s worth repeating this about the signatures of pure functions: they cannot lie.
As you saw in this example, the makeInt function screams loud and clear, “I’ll
give you an Int if everything goes well, but be warned that something can
wrong here”:
def makeInt(s: String): Option[Int] = ???
-----------

Whenever you see Option as the return type of a pure function, you know that
something can go wrong inside that function.

makeInt can be more concise
For those who know Scala, I want to note that yes, makeInt can be written more
concisely. But for the purpose of these lessons, I’m using this longer form. (I’ll
show the shorter form later.)

17
The End of the Free Preview
This is the end of the Free Preview. If you like what you’ve seen so far, the book
continues from here by doing more work on the Word Count example, and
then we jump into a larger example that shows the final programming features
that take you to the cusp of understanding FP, and being ready to start with
the Cats Effect and ZIO libraries.
You can buy the full PDF version of the book at this Gumroad.com link:
• alvinalexander.gumroad.com/l/almostfp1

1

https://alvinalexander.gumroad.com/l/almostfp
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